Abstract

Efficient dissemination of market knowledge within the industrial firm is essential to global competitiveness. However, use of knowledge regarding firm’s foreign markets needs more attention in research. This paper extends the understanding of the industrial firm’s use of its stock of market knowledge. Relying on the knowledge-based view of the firm and the market orientation construct, a conceptual model and propositions are developed. These focus on associations between foreign subsidiary’s value-adding scope and its growth, and the moderating roles of market knowledge created locally, or somewhere else in the corporation. An understanding of the importance of knowledge of foreign markets and use situations will facilitate the design of market information systems that include creation and sharing of knowledge within international industrial firms.

1. Introduction

Integration of a foreign subsidiary into the industrial firm’s corporate framework is central to the firm’s global competitiveness [31]. The subsidiary may then be able to exploit relatedness among units of the firm and, thereby, enjoy synergies [29]. The integration is facilitated if knowledge collected from different foreign markets is efficiently disseminated within the firm. Such dissemination is a component of firm’s market orientation, that is, its capability of identifying and satisfying customer needs more effectively than competitors based on generation and dissemination of market intelligence [18]. However, coordination of activities within the firm is necessary for dissemination of market information and delivery of unique values to customers [26].

While results of some studies support a positive importance of sharing information within the firm [13], other studies found no positive direct effects of greater information sharing and inter-functional coordination on firms’ competitiveness [19]. In addition, effects may be contingent on environmental turbulence and availability of external networks [20].

Thus, there is need for more research on boundaries to the firm’s use of market knowledge collected from different foreign markets. Examination of this topic will facilitate the design of information systems that include creation and dissemination of knowledge within international firms.

The purpose of this paper is to explore market orientation of international industrial firms and, thereby, contribute to literature on international strategy. Essentially, the paper extends the understanding of boundaries to the use of the industrial firm’s stock of market knowledge. The paper pays attention to a foreign subsidiary’s use of knowledge of customers and competitors in a situation where it seeks to profit from its scope of value-adding activities. Managerial implications are put forward regarding market information systems that enable efficient market orientation. Such systems build on extensive capabilities of managing knowledge [7].

A conceptual model and propositions are developed. In particular, the model pays attention to associations between a foreign subsidiary’s value-adding scope and its performance, and the moderating roles of deep market knowledge created locally and broad market knowledge created somewhere else in the corporation.

2. The knowledge-based view of the firm

To study the matter I apply the knowledge-based view of the firm which is an outgrowth of the resource-based view [39]. In the former, the firm is considered to be a stock of knowledge [12, 25] which may be based on experience or explicit [28]. Thus, uneven knowledge distribution among competing
firms explains performance differences and learning capability is a key advantage of leading firms.

The knowledge-based view relies on some assumptions [12]: (1) experience-based knowledge is difficult to transfer between firms, (2) it is more cost-effective to use the same knowledge than to build new knowledge, and (3) it is efficient to create specialized knowledge.

The knowledge base of a firm follows two dimensions [8]. Firm’s number of knowledge domains represents knowledge breadth, while the complexity of each domain captures knowledge depth. This paper focuses on knowledge of competitors and customers that may be created anywhere in the firm and then transferred to a particular foreign subsidiary. Such knowledge is referred to as broad market knowledge as it is created outside the subsidiary and, therefore, generally concerns other market domains with different competitors and customers. The subsidiary may be able to assimilate the incoming knowledge if the subsidiary possesses enough learning capacities.

3. Conceptual model and propositions

International strategy literature provides attempts to explore the matter [2, 7, 14]. However, although growth of a foreign subsidiary would be a central matter to most global firms, relationships between value-adding activities of the subsidiary and its growth is not examined enough. For example, a framework for the understanding of relationships between a foreign subsidiary’s market knowledge and its value-adding scope has been presented [32]. Here, the scope consists of the number of value-adding activities. These include upstream product development and production, and downstream sales and services. Yet, the framework is illustrated by four subsidiary cases and has not been tested. Also, the framework did not incorporate effects on subsidiary performance.

The conceptual model of this paper (Figure 1) adds to the field by incorporating an association between the subsidiary’s value-adding scope and its growth, and moderating effects of market knowledge created locally and elsewhere in the firm. The model captures market knowledge transferred from a hub of knowledge creation and transfer such as the parent firm.

The model includes subsidiary performance in terms of growth as this is a common objective of the global firm. The growth may concern sales growth, revenue growth, or any other relevant specification. Furthermore, the model is an outgrowth of the resource-based view which emphasizes advantages based on heterogeneous resource distribution among competitors [39]. Growth of the subsidiary should therefore be seen in relation to growth of the main competitors.

Financial or operational measurements would be alternative specifications of performance. Yet, transfer pricing policies and corporate desires for different performances among subsidiaries may weaken the validity of such measurements.

Hence, the model rests on the notion that efficient international operations require market orientation and knowledge in terms of experienced-based knowledge of competitors and customers. The knowledge may be created in the local market, or elsewhere in the corporation if, for example, the knowledge concerns competitors that appear in several markets. The assimilation of knowledge essentially facilitates subsidiary’s evaluation of the behavior of competitors [30, 41] and the costs a potential customer may encounter when switching to another supplier [4].
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3.1. Main association of value-adding scope

The resource-based theory [39] implicates that growth of an industrial firm’s foreign subsidiary requires a consideration of available excess resources.
that may be facilitate the growth. The value-adding scope of the subsidiary may provide such resources [34]. Essentially, growth of a foreign subsidiary may rely on use of excess resources emanating from local upstream activities such as product development and production, or the downstream activities of sales and services. The former activities generally bring extensive fixed costs and a long term market commitment [22], while the latter activities are generally more flexible.

If the foreign subsidiary is engaged in upstream activities it is responsible for engineers that, for example, customize products or perhaps take part in the development of new products. Furthermore, the subsidiary may also be able to carry out upstream production activities, such as assemblies or manufacturing operations, and thereby employ engineers to take care of the production activity.

In accordance with the arguments put forward above the first proposition predicts a positive association between the breadth of the foreign subsidiary’s value-adding scope and growth.

**Proposition 1 (P1):** There is a positive association between the breadth of a foreign subsidiary’s value-adding scope and its growth.

### 3.2. Moderating association of deep market knowledge

A subsidiary that knows how to access potential customers in the foreign market would benefit from tailoring its value activities to needs of customers. Frequently, the subsidiary needs to incorporate advanced activities such as product development and assembly production to be able to fulfill a diversity of product requirements of individual customers.

The A subsidiary operates in the US and belongs to a Swedish firm, and it provides an example [33]. It has accumulated great experiences of how to access customers and is able to customize products to fit needs of individual customers. The subsidiary brings a broad range of air purification products to the market and these are used indoor. Individual consumers constitute a large target group, while companies and authorities are other important groups. However, the subsidiary sometimes encounters obstacles in trying to find an appropriate mix of retailers of different character which makes it hard to access important target customers.

In principle, exogenous barriers such as obstacles to access customers are structural parts of the market

[37]. Exogenous barriers include, for example, customers’ switching costs, loyalties among buyers and sellers, sales channel availability, and scale effects such as a need for low costs. For example, a relationship between a customer and another supplier means that the customer may be less interested in turning to the A subsidiary if a switch implies any costs. Through the accumulation of market knowledge such as knowledge of exogenous barriers the growth of A is facilitated.

Thus, the subsidiary builds knowledge of the local market by systematically collecting and analyzing comments from customers. Results are communicated within the organization and to the parent firm regularly. Also, meetings are held frequently that involve sales staff and product development experts of the firm in order to customize products to fit needs and requirements of local customers.

By collecting, analyzing, and disseminating market information the subsidiary becomes more skilled in treating a range of customers and identifying target groups [41], how to find available sales channels [11], and treat competition [16]. This market orientation favors subsidiary’s engagement in upstream value-adding activities such as product development and production. The outcome is expressed by the second proposition.

**Proposition 2 (P2):** Greater local market knowledge strengthens the positive association between foreign subsidiary’s upstream value-adding activities and its growth.

### 3.3. Moderating association of broad market knowledge

The character of knowledge transferred to, or from, the individual subsidiary is decisive to the role of the subsidiary in the corporate framework [1]. In a seminal work Eriksson, Johanson, Majkgård, and Sharma [10] establish the importance of creating and transferring experiential knowledge in order to facilitate firms’ internationalization. Several later studies contribute to the understanding of flows of knowledge within international firms [14, 23, 24, 35, 6, 38, 41].

According to Gupta and Govindarajan [14] knowledge transferred within an international firm incorporates different analysis levels. First, an individual unit such as a foreign subsidiary may be focused in studies of flows of knowledge from the
unit, or to the unit. Second, the joint behavior of pairs of units may be captured in studies of mutual knowledge transfer. Third, the all individual units of the corporation may be analyzed in order to study different directions of knowledge transformation.

Gupta and Govindarajan focus on the individual subsidiary and found positive associations between the size of subsidiary’s knowledge stock and the extent of outflow of knowledge, and between the stock size and the number of channels for sharing knowledge. The inflow of knowledge was found to be positively associated with channel diversity, and the subsidiary’s motivation to acquire knowledge and capability of absorbing it.

More precisely, Roth et al. [36] propose that effective transfer of knowledge within an international firm is contingent on subsidiary’s marketing experience and speed of changes of customers’ preferences and technology. A lack of experience in marketing a certain product motivates managers to use market knowledge created elsewhere on the corporation, while such knowledge may reduce uncertainty stemming from changes pertaining to customers and technology.

The character of sources of knowledge transferred to a foreign subsidiary is crucial when it comes to integrating it into the corporate framework. Yet, some research on internationalization processes advocates that a firm expands its local value-adding scope through evolutionary steps [15, 21]. However, this view does not acknowledge the role of corporate strategy. Thus, the strategy should be viewed as a source of market knowledge created elsewhere in the corporation that impacts relationships pertaining to the foreign subsidiary’s value-adding scope.

Strategy scholars show that exploiting a common knowledge base is an efficient way to achieve growth [3]. However, transfer of market knowledge to the foreign subsidiary brings benefits as long as there is relatedness regarding competitors and customers [29]. Such relatedness makes it easier for the subsidiary to assimilate incoming knowledge and integrate it into its knowledge stock. This corporate strategy explanation of subsidiary growth is similar to explanations provided by internalization theory [5]. This stipulates that the firm’s tries to internalize and integrate activities and, thereby, reduce transactions costs.

Besides business relatedness there are other determinants of knowledge transfer which essentially are based on corporate strategy: organizational linkages [27] and geographic distance [42]. Furthermore, the transfer is embodied by individuals and organizational routines. For example, a subsidiary that is highly related to the core business unit of the parent firm tends to perform well because market similarities facilitate the design of common routines and subsidiary’s assimilation of knowledge.

The B subsidiary of a Swedish firm operates in the US [32] and exemplifies the theoretical arguments. A great amount of market knowledge is being transferred from the parent firm to the subsidiary. This enables the subsidiary to replicate the parent firm’s value-adding activities and exploit the common knowledge.

B has the same product range as the parent firm and it includes several products using pneumatics and ultra-high pressure hydraulics. The major target groups consist of companies such as those producing wind power components, nuclear energy components, and off shore oiling drafts. Since the start in 1986 the subsidiary addresses business customers that are less sensitive to price. Besides engaging nationwide distributors the subsidiary targets original equipment manufacturers. The competitors include those that emphasize low prices in large market segments and those sell at high prices in limited segments. As similar competition structures appear on all major foreign markets the US subsidiary benefits from exploiting market knowledge created elsewhere in the corporation.

During the first years of the establishment B was responsible for just sales. A greater number of individual customers then started to ask for product customizations. As a response, the subsidiary initiated product design and production of small batches. The extended value-adding scope means a replication of the scope of the parent firm that dominates the corporation as a whole.

Provided that a foreign subsidiary is enough knowledgeable it may generally replicate the dominating value-adding scope of a corporation [40]. The arguments and case illustration put forward above show that transfer of relevant market knowledge facilitates formation of local value-adding activities that replicate the dominating value-adding scope. Replication of common activities enables greater exploitation of market knowledge originating from a corporate core, and this favors growth of the foreign subsidiary.

**Proposition 3 (P3):** Greater market knowledge created elsewhere in the firm strengthens the similarity between a foreign subsidiary’s value-adding scope and the firm’s dominating scope, implying a positive association with subsidiary growth.

4. Conclusions and contributions
The proposed associations regarding a foreign subsidiary’s value-adding scope and its growth, including the moderations due to the extent of deep and broad market knowledge, extend the understanding of the use of the industrial firm’s stock of market knowledge. The conceptual model particularly underscores the importance of the situation in which the knowledge is used. Thus, the model shows that a foreign subsidiary’s intention to expand based on its scope of value-adding activities determines the use of knowledge. Furthermore, the predictions suggest contributions to international strategy literature as they articulate the importance of deep and broad market knowledge to growth on a foreign market. The propositions may be turned into testable hypotheses in future research.

5. Managerial implications

The results of this paper extend the understanding of the importance of foreign market knowledge and constitute a ground for designing an effective corporate market information system. This would facilitate the sharing of market knowledge within the international industrial firm and support firm’s orientation towards markets. Also, corporate-wide dissemination of market knowledge makes it easier to integrate a variety of foreign subsidiaries into a corporate framework enabling an efficient market orientation.

Market orientation is important as it expresses a set of corporate-level principles that are intended to create a superior offering to customers [17]. In order to effectively orient the corporation towards the market, the information system should contain essential information about competitors and customers of firms’ foreign subsidiaries and other organizational units. The information may be collected in different markets, or centrally.

The system would be more efficient if it in addition provides appropriate ways of analyzing the information and creating knowledge. For example, information concerning global competitors that appear on several markets could be analyzed in a common way, while local competitors may be analyzed separately.

Dissemination and sharing of the market knowledge within the firm would be a ground for the formulation of, for example, responses to needs of customers and actions of global and local competitors. Appropriate responses that imply superior offerings may include product customization or broader solutions to customers’ problems, or building of long-term relationships with individual customers.

Yet, it is important to recognize the complexity of designing market information systems and need for related knowledge management capabilities [7]. The design is, for example, complicated as the use of information is due to the use situation as illustrated in this article. In addition, dynamic market conditions seem to drive the extent of information usage [36] and greater dynamism means that benefits of building systems tend to exceed the costs. In other circumstances, such as those in stable markets, costs may be too high to motivate design of advanced information systems. A major lesson would be that a market information system should be adapted to needs and experiences not only of corporate management, but also of subsidiary management.
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